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Abstract 

This paper took cursory look at the performance, problems and solutions of art 
organizations. Here the major art organizations like Nigerian Society of 
Education through Arts (NSEA) and Society of Nigerian Artist (SNA) among 
others are not meeting the purpose for which they were established. As organs 
for the improvement of the teaching and practice of Art they are not living up to 
expectation. The paper highlighted the fact that these organizations lack the 
spirit of continuity and have no democratic faces because of selfish tendencies 
among the leaders. Looking at the problems, the paper proposed that 
leadership of the organizations should be overhauled by way of injecting 
visionary leaders into the organizations. Moreso, it made a case for the 
organization to embark on the new philosophy of “Art for Technology” as an 
important tool to sell their ideals to all and sundry who hitherto have a 
parochial understanding of the Art subject. By this, Art can be partnered with 
science and engineering to bring about long awaited breakthrough in science 
and technology. Finally, the paper proposed a new direction for uplifting the 
organizations; this is by way of co-operations amongst members; strong link 
with International Society of Artist; collaboration with Art agencies, Ministries 
of Information, Commerce and Industry, and so on. By these, the organizations 
will turn a new leaf and make impact in the Nigeria’s hall of fame of 
professional organizations.    

 
Professional organizations have become needful for the survival of professionals 

who may wish to come together to have a voice, influence etc in any dynamic society. 
 
Professional: Oxford Advanced learners Dictionary (2000) sees professional as 
connected with a job that needs a high level of education. It also defined it as a people 
having a job which needs special training and a high level of education. 
 
Organization: Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (2000) also defined organization 
as a group of people who form a business, club etc, together in order to achieve a 
particular aim. 
 
Professional Organization:  We can therefore infer from the above definition that 
professional organizations could be seen as people of the same calling training 
(Profession) coming together as a team or body to achieve set goals.  
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Professional Organization in Art: Artists of different nationalities and backgrounds 
have at one time or the other come together to form professional organizations. This is 
geared towards giving foral for discussion interaction between members, government, 
media etc. 
 
According to Mbahi (1997) professional organizations foster the growth and quality of 
art education as well as world cultures. They provide foral for people with similar 
interests to study mutually important matters. 
 
There are about six or more professional organizations in Art, they include among others 
Nigerian society of Art formed in 1964 and the Nigerian Society for Education through 
Art (NSEA) formed in 1974. These associations have in the past to some extent 
positively affected Nigerian artists; but the truth now is that either they have gone into 
oblivion or have become toothless bulldogs. 
 
Why They Are Not Functioning Properly 

The spirit of continuity is wholly lacking in the organizations. The Nigerian 
society for Education through Art (NSEA) before its inauguration in 1975 was not an 
association but an organ to improve the teaching of Art in Nigeria. The members did not 
rest on their oars until it became a full-fledged association. This was achieved when art 
educators were very few. Similar problem also trails Nigerian society of Artists. On the 
whole it could be said that the will and spirit to make them formidable organizations is 
wholly lacking amongst members. It could also be attributed to loss of vision because 
the founding members felt that getting the association registered or inaugurated was all 
they required to function, and so could not properly pass on the batons. It is also very 
likely that these organizations have not functioned properly because they are not 
organized. Here, they are not properly co-ordinated as meetings are not held to intimate 
members on the goings on. When members are not committed in any organization then 
that organization hardly survives. There are no changes of philosophies, ideals, policies 
programs, etc of these organizations. To some extent they are still living in the past 
policies, philosophies etc upon which they were formed. As mouthpieces of members 
and art institutions one wonders if they ever thought of art as an instrument for 
technological development. Since they cannot float this philosophy, any society which is 
dynamic will not see art as relevant in the present dispensation.        
 

These organizations are supposed to be bodies with democratic faces; but they 
have not functioned as such. They have rather become organizations for leadership 
seekers, who would want to attend exhibitions abroad in the name and purse of the 
organizations. Leadership is not one-way affair; the members also constitute leadership 
because without the members leadership cannot function. 
 

Gibson (1979) sees leadership as an attempt at interpersonal influence directed 
through the communication process, toward the attainment of some goals. The Nigerian 
society of Artists and the Nigeria society of Education through Arts have not made any 
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head way because those at the helm of affairs have a wrong conception of leadership. 
The organizations have remained stunted because of greed, selfishness etc on the part of 
the leaders. 
 

There is also lack of financial commitment in the organizations. These 
organizations are not functioning properly because members hardly pay their dues and 
other levies. This problem no doubt adversely affects the running of the organizations. 
As professional bodies it is expected that issues of research and publication be enshrined 
in their systems. This is lacking.  Societies or professional organizations that do not 
conduct researches and publish journals are as good as those not existing. The societies 
hardly organize seminars, symposia, exhibitions etc to draw the attention of the general 
public, government, and media to create awareness and propagate Art ideals. As these 
are not in place there is hardly any way the government would recognize them as well as 
give them a place on the hall of fame of professional organizations. 
 
Leadership Overhauling 

For positive changes to be effected in Nigeria society of Artists and the Nigeria 
society of Education through Art there has to be immediate changes in the leadership. 
Visionary leaders must be chosen to make these organizations work. To this effect, an 
interim leadership will be put in place with members made up of authorities in Art 
Education, and Visual Art drawn from Art departments of some Nigerian Universities. 
They are to institute a new leadership built around the members with aims and 
objectives to make each organization pursue its goals and function properly within six 
months. Bearing in mind the fact that the actions of the organizations are non personal in 
character, executive decisions do not reflect personal choice (Charles, 1972). 
 

A working committee should also be instituted. This should be made up of 
artists and designers with advertising agencies and other firms like newspapers. Their 
immediate duty will be to create awareness through publicity mostly using their organs 
and to some extent involving the radio and television. 
 
Art for Technology as a Tool 

To become relevant in the new dispensation, these art organizations must 
institute the philosophy of “Art for technology”. An understanding of relationship 
between Art science and Technology will further strengthen government’s interest at all 
costs to support the ideals of the organizations. 
 

According to Johnson in Sullayman (2000) the word Art comes from Latin ‘ars’ 
meaning ‘skill’ and still today retains this original meaning. He noted that the word has 
come to have a wide significance. In the broadest sense according to him, Art embraces 
all the creative disciplines. Also Hall in Sullayman (2000) referred to technology as 
ways of making or doing things. He said technology, is derived from Greek word 
‘Technic’ meaning “art” or craft. The hornby (2000) defined science as the knowledge 
about the structure and behavior of the natural and physical world based on facts that 
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you can prove. If Art embraces all the creative disciplines including engineering 
technology, which also means or implies that Art needs the knowledge of science to 
make what is created to function. This is in bringing Art, Science and Technology 
together. The implication therefore is that Art, Science and technology are interrelated. 
Once again, Uzoagba in Mbahi (1999) opined that Art evolves, science involves Art, and 
technology then produces. Mbahi (1997) confirmed that the artist indicates the 
possibilities of a new invention by his creative powers; the scientist creates the 
knowledge through the systematic study of natural phenomena or abstract ideals and the 
engineer/technician deals with the systematic use of organized knowledge to solve the 
problem. The foregoing expresses the interrelationship between art, science and 
technology, which cannot be ignored. 
 

In the components for design awareness, Dod (1978) posited that art can be a 
good combination with the science subjects as well as the liberal arts in the design 
scheme or plan. According to him, Art is for perception, sensibility and handling of 
emotional meaning. Music, Dance and Poetry for aesthetic sensibility, craft for the 
development of dexterity feeling for materials and knowledge of manipulation 
techniques. It means athletics and home economist for other aspects of dexterity, science 
for knowledge of facts, laws and relationships; and Mathematics, language and 
philosophy for knowledge and reasoning. 
 

The above puts Art first in the list of subjects required in the design awareness, 
its mixibility with other subjects in bringing about scientific and technology 
development explain the importance of Art. 
 

The relationship between Art and the sciences are further explained in the works 
of Leonardo da vinci. His drawing illustration of the human tissues, muscles skeleton etc 
many years before the full advent of medical science is today a wonderful resource for 
the study of anatomy. Gilmour (1977) stated that Leonardo made astonishing 
discoveries. His was the first accurate depiction of the optic chiasma and the realization 
that the biceps rotate the hand as well as the elbow. He revealed the maxillary sinews in 
his beautiful black chalk and brown ink drawings of the skull, which together with many 
major organs was seen correctly for the first time. 
  
In the new dispensation, issues like the Benin bronze can be revisited by the 

organizations. They will look for ways artist can be made relevant in the Ajaokuta steel 
complex. The leaders can approach the government and spell out their programs through 
the Art Agencies. The organizations could also go into collaborative research with the 
Universities in this direction by attracting funds from the government; they could make 
breakthrough in this regard. 

 
With the above, government will be interested and at all costs support their pursuits. 

NSEA should carry the message to Education Institutions while NSA gets the Nigerians 
Society soaked with it. To endear themselves to the Nigeria society and r\educational 
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institutions like the post primary schools. They could have an arm that organizes 
workshops to teach some crafts like tie and dye screen-printing etc. 
 
New Direction  
          To succeed, these organizations must as a matter of fact inculcate the spirit of co-
operation amongst its members. Both the leaders and the members should all see              
themselves as servicing the organizations and one another. With this team spirit artists 
can still rise to the occasion in Nigeria and do what Engineers and scientists have not              
done. Charles (1972) held that the work of co-operation is not the work of leadership,             
but of organization. A kind of organizational climate should be created in the               
organizations. This will be in form of awards for excellence, trainings, exhibitions etc, 
held from time to time. This will not only boost their images but would go a long way in             
attracting new members. 
 

The organizations would also act as strong linkages to the Art agencies like the 
ministries of Information, Commerce and Industry, Education and the Nigeria 
Educational Research Council. Here they could easily attract funds as well as 
recommend member artists to these agencies for sponsorship in exhibition or further 
studies abroad. This area should strengthen. 
 

They should also maintain strong links with the international Society of Artists 
and International Society of Education through Arts. This will enable them keep abreast 
with new breakthrough in Art and other programs that may be of interest to member 
artists. The society during this dispensation should have a web site to provide a forum 
for interaction with other organizations like Nigeria Medical Association, look at their 
activities, to know why they have always succeeded. 
 

To endear themselves to the Nigeria society and educational institutions like the 
post primary schools. They could have an arm that organizes workshops to teach them 
some crafts like tie and dye, screen printing etc, for self-reliance. The government would 
sponsor, this because it is in pursuance of their objectives on poverty eradication. 
 

No organizations succeeds without finances, members owe it a duty to be 
prompt in paying their levies and dues. This will enhance financial growth as well as 
create avenue for future projects. 
 

To reduce quackery, it becomes necessary that roadside artists join the 
associations especially the Nigerian society of artists and register as fellows of the 
associations. This will boost membership and also help the organizations keep track with 
their practices. 
 

In conclusion, the above points are suggestions that can help turn around these 
organizations and make them relevant not only to members but to the government, 
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educational institutions and the Nigerian society at large especially at this time of quest 
for technological advancement. 
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